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2015 Game Reports for Week 2 

 

SLW Blue 

Another great win by the Frankfort Blue SLW on Saturday, August 22nd 2015.  

Opened up the game with great moves by #48 Ryan Cunningham to score us a touchdown! 

Great job # 87 Mia Zenere on a rushing extra point. Some strong tackles and a touchdown from 

#12 Ethan LeBeau. Another touchdown by #48 Ryan Cunningham with a phenomenal 60 yard  

run! #22 Tyler Groen, #2 Andrew Jones and #6 Adam Ristich with a great group tackle.   

Consistent tackling as a team with a great win and a final score of 20-9.       

 

JV Blue 

JV Blue defeated Homer Glen to start the season 2-0. In game 1, QB Jones connected with 

Cumbee for a score and TJohnson cut through the line behind a great block from Villa and 

broke some ankles as he weaved his way downfield for the decisive score. Blue defense 

allowed a fluke touchdown on a sideline pass but shut down Homer the rest of the way. Tackles 

from Cunningham, JoJo Michaels, Wright, and Bell, a Willis TFL, a Cumby sack, and a big hit 

and fumble recovery from Villa secured the victory.  Game 2 showcased a quick strike offense 

and a punishing defense. Blue opened the scoring as JJohnson, not to be outdone by his 

brother, got loose behind some key blocks from Hawkinson and Wiechers and raced 45 yards 

for a score as Elgas converted another PAT for the 8-0 lead. Blue defense set the tone early as 

Kraft and Hawkinson delivered big hits, Scianna and Phaby combined for a TFL, Page 

destroyed a Stallion RB on a sweep, and Michaels viciously sacked the QB on a blitz. A 

pancake block from Adamo sprang Teodoro into the secondary where he stiff-armed his way to 

a score. QB Kraft hit Vander Kooi on a deep pass and also powered his way to two rushing 

TD’s. Thompson capped the scoring on a 30 yard dash opened up by a Walenga block. Tackles 

from Pierre-Antoine and Teodoro, a Vander Kooi pass defense, and TFL’s from Thompson, 

Phaby, and Hawkinson preserved the 34-0 shutout. 

 

 JV Black 

JV’s Black met the Ottawa Eagles for their first away game of the season. The Eagles small 
squad did not allow for a fifth quarter game. Ottawa began the regular game strong scoring on 
their first drive. The Falcons came out running the ball with efforts from Heerde, Dochee, 
Hackett (Colin), and LaCognata, but the Eagles line limited our gains. On defense, tackles were 
made by Miritello, Guzy, Hackett (John), Clark, Dillman, Hackett (Colin), Heerde, and Dochee, 
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however #54 of the Eagles proved hard to take down and the first half ended with a score of 27-
0 in favor of Ottawa. 

JV Black came out determined in the third quarter, gaining ground with yardage from Hackett 
(Colin), Dochee, Heerde, and Guzy. The defense also got further into the Eagles backfield with 
sacks from Miritello and LaCognata. A pass from Keegan to Heerde put the Falcons in the end 
zone for the first and only time of the game. The final score was Ottawa 33, Falcons 6. 

 


